Ultrashort laser pulses attract considerable interests due to their potential applications in remote sensing technologies, free space communications as well as weather diagnostics and modulation systems. Laser filaments 1-4 constitute a self-guided propagation mode of ultrashort, high intensity (>3 GW in air) pulses. They have been produced several kilometers away in the atmosphere 5, 6 and can propagate over several hundreds of meters. [6] [7] [8] Filamentation is due to the competing effects of Kerr self-focusing, plasma defocusing, and the negative higher order Kerr terms 9 at high intensities (>10 13 -10 14 W/cm 2 ). 10 The resulting plasma wake modifies the physico-chemical properties of the air, allowing the formation of liquid [11] [12] [13] or solid 14, 15 aerosol particles in sub-saturated air, in both the atmosphere 12 and the laboratory. 16 This phenomenon is promising as a technique for analyzing and possibly modifying both microscopic and macroscopic cloud behaviors, 15 in particular, if the type, number, and size distribution of droplets can be controlled.
The first pathway identified in the case of ultrashort near-infrared (NIR) pulses implies ozone production through multi-photon dissociation and ionization of oxygen, leading to the production of hygroscopic HNO 3 
17,18
(1)
where M accounts for collisions with other molecules. This mechanism was confirmed by the correlation between NO x , O 3 , and nanoparticle production, 19 the detection of NO 3 À ions in laser-generated particles, 12 as well as pH values down to 2 in laser-generated snowflakes in a diffusion cloud chamber.
14 Oxidized volatile organic compounds (VOCs), which are known to significantly enhance water vapor condensation in the atmosphere, 20 were more recently shown to offer an alternative pathway in the laser-induced condensation process. 16 The nanoparticle production by NIR laser pulses up to the 100 TW level scales non-linearly with the incident power and energy. 19 This non-linearity is a consequence of the strong contribution from the NIR photon bath, i.e., the nonfilamenting part of the beam. Such observation opened the potential prospect to induce condensation on larger scales.
Another approach to enhance the efficiency and the magnitude of laser-induced condensation is to target the multiphoton processes of ionization and photodissociation of molecular oxygen by using shorter wavelengths. As the number of photons required in non-linear processes scales with the wavelength, ultraviolet (UV) light has a significantly higher efficiency per input power, compared to the NIR. 21 High intensity, short pulse UV experiments with 110 fs, 200 mJ at 248 nm, are understood to follow an HNO 3 pathway with unambiguous NO x and ozone production associated with aerosol generation. 21 Furthermore, a very low intensity mercury arc lamp (185 nm, 7 W) 22 induces the growth of aerosol particles up to 0.2 mm in size. This growth was interpreted as the result of the photochemical production of hygroscopic H 2 O 2 . Similar results were obtained with excimer lasers at 193 nm 22 and 248 nm. 13 Here, we investigate the combination of these two approaches. By combining a multiple filamenting (60 TW) NIR laser with a high intensity UV beam, we observe a cooperative effect of the two lasers, increasing the production of nanoparticles beyond the sum of the effects of the individual beams.
As sketched in Figure 1 , 60 TW near-infrared (800 nm) pulses from the Advanced Laser Light Source (ALLS) system 23 were propagated with a beam diameter of 8.5 cm to produce >900 filaments, starting after 2 m of propagation. They were overlapped at an angle of 4 with a 10 ns, 250 mJ frequency-quadrupled (266 nm) Nd:YAG laser, which was either focused (f ¼ 1.5 m) or collimated, resulting in a beam waist <0.1 cm and $1 cm diameter, respectively, in the interaction region. Both pulses were synchronized with a variable delay from 0 to 1 ls. The two beams crossed each other in an open cloud chamber. As described in detail earlier, 12 it consists in a 58.5 Â 63.9 Â 94.6 cm 3 box clad in polystyrene (KF 300) to maintain thermal isolation from the outside room. An upward temperature gradient is created via a N 2 liquid reservoir in the bottom of the chamber. Moisture is supplied to the chamber by an internally mounted water reservoir and heater at the chamber top. Stable relative humidity (RH) and temperature values between 88% and 96% and between 4 and 8 C, were maintained for 2 min periods while the laser beams were on, followed by a 5-10 min refresh and re-stabilization period. Inside the chamber, 2 cm from the NIR beam, the concentration of nanoparticles (25-300 nm) is monitored with 10 s temporal resolution using a Grimm TM Nanocheck TM 1320, while RH and temperature are measured using a Testo 635, and ozone concentration is measured with 30 s temporal resolution with a UV absorption ozone analyzer (Horiba APOA-350E).
As displayed in Figure 2 , the focused UV beam produces 3 times more ozone and 6 times more nanoparticles than the NIR beam in spite of a 10 times lower input energy. This direct comparison confirms the previous indirect indications that a 248 nm beam of 110 fs, 11 mJ at 5 Hz 21 produces 5-10 times more particles than a 3 J, 100 TW NIR beam at 10 Hz. 19 Moreover, the effect of the focused UV laser exhibits a cooperative effect in combination with the NIR pulse. Illuminating the chamber atmosphere with the UV pulse delayed 10 ns after the NIR pulse increases the nanoparticle production by 20% as compared with the sum of the effects of the individual lasers (Figure 2(a) ). Conversely, the ozone production ( Figure 2(b) ) is $10% below the sum of those of each beam.
The cooperative effect of the NIR and UV beams is even more pronounced when the latter is emitted unfocused ( Figure  3 ). Collimated (parallel) UV pulses produce virtually no particles by themselves (<8 Â 10 3 cm
À3
), due to their low intensity (1.3 MW cm
À2
). But adding this UV pulse of 10 ns after the NIR pulse almost doubles the nanoparticle production (1.2 Â 10 5 cm À3 to $2.5 Â 10 5 cm
À3
, Figure 3(a) ). Conversely, the addition of the collimated UV beam reduces ozone production of the NIR by 15%, resulting in 25% less ozone production than the sum of the two beams independently (Figure 3(b) ). This depletion of the ozone production as well as the increase of nanoparticle generation are still measurable after 1 ls ( Figure 4) .
As mentioned above, collimated UV pulses alone produce virtually no ozone and very few nanoparticles by themselves. They only affect the condensation process in combination with the NIR beam. We therefore attribute the additional effect of the UV pulse over the NIR ones to a UV photoreaction with species produced by the NIR pulses. The effect persists up to 1 ls delay (Figure 4) , indicating that the product responsible for the cooperative effect of the NIR and UV lasers is long-lived.
Owing to the long lifetime of ozone itself (at least a few days in the planetary boundary layer 24 ), its photolysis by the UV is also a likely candidate to explain both the ozone depletion and the efficient nanoparticle production by the combined beams, even when the UV is shot as much as 1 ls after the NIR. The ozone photolysis will lead to oxygen radicals, the O( 1 D) state, which can then react with water to produce OH radicals, but may also deactivate to the less reactive O( 
Due to their high oxidative reactivity, OH radicals are one of the most important reactants in tropospheric chemistry, leading to the production of hygroscopic species through the oxidation of NO x and VOCs 26,27
where R represents any VOC. Reactions (4)- (7) are well known atmospheric processes with known rates, 25, 26 and it is straightforward to calculate the rate of OH production P ðOH O3Þ ¼ 2: 
Here, F(k) is the average laser photon flux (4 Â 10 18 cm À2 s À1 , at 10 Hz, with a beam diameter of 1 cm), r(k) is the cross section for ozone photolysis, (948.5 Â 10 À20 cm 2 at 266 nm), and u ¼ 0.9 is the quantum yield at 266 nm. 26 The ozone concentration of 5 ppb, i.e., 1.3 Â 10 11 molecules cm À3 measured close to the beam 17 is a conservative lower limit but gives a total rate of OH production in the order of 10 13 cm À3 s À1 (within the $0.25 Â 30 cm 3 ¼ 7.5 cm 3 volume of the UV beam). This rate is 7 orders of magnitude higher than in the troposphere: 10 6 molecules cm À3 s
À1
, 25 illustrating the extent to which the post-pulse plasma differs from tropospheric conditions, due to the dramatically higher UV photon flux, even when averaged over time. It may also explain why OH fluorescence could recently be measured in laser filaments. 27 By comparing the typical concentrations and rates for Reactions (8) and (9), we can gauge the importance of the OH oxidation as a source of condensable species. Both Reactions (8) and (9) ), Reaction (9) alone would result in an OH lifetime of tens of seconds, while Reaction (8) yields a lifetime on the order of 100 ms and would therefore dominate the depletion of OH. Here, we considered an NO 2 concentration of $10 14 cm À3 within the filaments, 18 and we estimated that the collimated UV beam overlaps with 10-15 filaments, resulting in an average concentration of 10 13 cm
À3
. Even in the presence of a highly polluted atmosphere, the OH lifetime would be of the order of milliseconds, 28 allowing an efficient HNO 3 production.
Comparing this process to the mechanism for HNO 3 production in NIR filaments (Reactions (1)- (3)), we find that Reaction (3) is extremely fast (k 3 ¼ 10 À4 s
À1
), while the equilibrium constant for Reaction (2) is 3 Â 10 À11 cm 3 . This makes the initial production of NO 3 , Reaction (1), the limiting step with a rate of k 1 ¼ 3 Â 10 À17 cm 3 s
. Consequently, the UV photolysis of ozone produces HNO 3 much more efficiently than the NO 3 pathway, provided it is coupled with the NIR-generated high concentration of NO 2 , illustrating the cooperative effect of both pulses in increasing the nanoparticle production.
Finally, it is interesting to compare the effects of the focused and collimated UV pulses. It may seem surprising that, while the collimated beam has almost no effect by itself, its addition shortly after the NIR pulse yields much more enhancement of both the nanoparticle generation and the ozone depletion than focused UV pulses of identical energy. This apparent contradiction can be understood by considering that the multiphoton ionization at the root of ozone and aerosol generation is strongly dependent on the incident intensity, so that a focused configuration is much more favourable. Conversely, the ozone photolysis is a single-photon process at 266 nm, and therefore only depends on the incident energy as well as on the available amount of ozone. An unfocused beam offers a better overlap with the NIR beam and therefore illuminates a larger amount of ozone, resulting in a more efficient combined effect.
As a conclusion, we observed a cooperative effect of a NIR and a UV beams in laser-induced condensation, resulting in a strong increase of the production of nanoparticles (25 nm-300 nm) as compared not only to the individual beams but also to the sum of their individual effects. This technique opens perspectives towards the upscaling of laserinduced condensation. We attribute the cooperative effect to the production of ozone by the NIR pulses, followed by its UV photolysis, yielding OH radicals. Up to 10 13 cm
À3
Ás À1 of OH are produced: This is 7 orders of magnitude above natural OH production rates. The subsequent well-known oxidization of VOCs and NO x provides hygroscopic and/or condensable species leading to new particle condensation. 
